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=
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=
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=
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=
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1
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n
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1
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1
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f.1
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n
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n
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1
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Also note that F (k) = 1/n for all k in the Nash

•
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{{

1
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1
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[1 - !].U[Wi - C(f.1.)] + !.U[W - C(f.1.)]
n
1
n
n
1

=

C'(/-L.)

Note that if n

=

1
-J
n
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+ -

n

W

n

1

f (n)
nIl

[1 -

=

-

(n-1)

J

F(e. )n-2 fee. )2de ..

=

J

f(e.) 2de.

2. f (n)
nIl

1

=

g(O).

f n(n)P
f (n)2 + SC"/4
n

P
1 + SC"/4f

=

with the n

2 case.

(n)2

n

The point of interest here, however,

solutions

are affected

invariant

to n.

by tournament

size.

Although

The prize spread is increasing

and in the limit Aw* ~

More formally.
9

infinity

is zero.

9Several

conditions

Under risk neutrality

are sufficient

M* is not affected

in the number

With n large, a marginal

00.

is how the

increase

by n

of contestants
in effort has a

the limit of f (n) as n goes to
n

Aw*

=

to establish

P/f (n). thus in the limit the
n

that the limit of f (n) is
n

zero.
(I thank John Boyd III for showing me the result which is derived using
Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem.)
Three sufficient conditions are
that the derivitive of f is integrable. the limit of f as c. ~ 00 is zero, and
1

the support of c.is from

to

-00

00.

Therefore

the result does not necessarily

1

hold for distributions

of c. with bounded

support.

For example

if c. is

1

distributed
n.

uniformly

1

over [a. b]. then f (n)
n

I have not been able to establish

=

l/(b-a) and is independent

that fn(n) ~ fn(n-l)

for all n

>

2.

of

contestants.

Under risk neutrality

.

the Nash solutIon

.

* <

IS C(M )

*

Aw /n.

the condition

for the sustainability

Since the left-hand

of n, Aw */n must go to zero in the limit to support

as n goes to infinity

decreases

f (1)
n

the conjecture

f

= -

case of risk averse

of contestants

contestants,

(n-1)

f

that f (n)
n

implies that effort decreases

[1 - F(c. + M. - M*)]n-1
1

that

This result has not

n

in the number

Fn(1) =

side is independent

of the product nf (n) is infinite.

For the more general

1

[1 - F(c.)]n-2
111

f(c.)dc.;
1

f(c.)2dc.

of

1

<

O.

in n and

Max
EU.
1
{W1,W ;M.}
n

=

U[w

n

- C(M.)] - F (1){U[w - C(M.)] - U[W1 - C(M1·)]}
1
n
n
1

1

1
= n

W1

1

+ (1 - -)w
n

n

n

1-

- [U(Yi) - U(yi)]·fn(1)
(1 - ~)U' (Y~) + ~ U' (Y~)

- f n(1)P
f (1)2 + SC"/4
n

P

1 + SC"/4f (1)2
n

is the same as a prize if n

=

2: -f (1)
n

fn (1) as n goes to infinity is zero.

global incentives problem.
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<

=

g(O).

Like f (n), the limit of
n

Therefore, the limiting results for
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(1 - 1/n)Aw*.

Since the limit as n goes to infinity of (1

- l/n)Aw

~

is infinite.

prize model

if the latter suffers from the global

global condition
Of course,

the penalty model can be used as an alternative

Aw

~

incentives problem.

to the
10

is that l/n is replaced by a. the fraction of prizes awarded.

depends

10To get the solutions

on a not just n.

to the Nalebuff-Stiglitz

with a single prize or penalty,

f n (1) in equations

specification

of the model

just replace g(O) with. respectively,

(22) and (23).

f (n) or
n

leaving no incentives.
piece rate case.
contrast.
and Stokey
solutions

This is apparent

Effort

the solution

in equation

(27) above for the linear

is falling in a2• and in the limit goes to zero.
~

to the tournament problem

1983. 356. Lemma 1). if n is additive.
to the Lazear-Rosen

specification

is invariant

In

to h(~) (Green

This is clear from the

of the tournament problems;

2
a is
~

individualistic

contract

large n, the optimal
the optimal ~-known
As Nalebuff
critically

falls short of the ~-known

tournament

and Stiglitz

The final extension

the optimal contract and approaches

nature of ~ since the tournament

contestants.

heterogeneous

contestants

specification.

Generalizing

the analysis

is rich with potentially

is in two parts.

are shown to entail inefficiencies

self-sort

into their own leagues.

and prize structures

high-quality

contestants)

quality).

Following

the analysis
disturbance~.
marginal

tournaments

in the knowledge
contestants

of

do not

and bigger prize spreads

cause incentive problems.

indexed by ability

are implications

from segregated

implications.

In the second part, with full

tournaments

Handicapping

competition

Entry credentials

leagues are two implications.
uneven

because

the assumption

to allow for

refutable

First, aSYmmetries

abilities

of abilities,

is not invariant

of the tournament model is in relaxing

of identical

knowledge

for

(1983, 38) note, this last result depends

to h(~) for the multiplicative

in the major

Therefore.

contract.

on the additive

The discussion

dominates

contract.

generated

(e.g .. up-front

money to

by a model with

(all high quality,

and all low

Lazear and Rosen (1981, 857-63) and OVZ (1984. 42-46).

is limited to the risk-neutral
Throughout.

differential

case with an additive

ability

common

is modeled as differential

costs of effort.

Self-Sorting
Each contestant

knows his own ability,

but has no information

about the

Let a denote high ability,
Let k index an individual's

ability and E ability

where M; is the root of CE(M)
not depend on the ability

circuit

and b low ability,

=

P;

of the contestants,

is based on the properties

Taking a third-order

therefore M:

Taylor

.

level of a league.

>~.

Assuming

(For

P and g(O) do

the optimal prize spread Aw*

of the expected

series expansIon

so C~(M) ( Cb(M) for all M·

revenue

*

function RE(M).

of C(ME-M) around C(O)

=

1/2,

=

RE(~) is an increasing function with an inflection point at ~

Therefore, RE(~;)

=

P and RE(~)

<

P for all ~ # ~;.11

collected to illustrate Ra(~) and ~(~)

in Figure 2.

invariant to the league in which he plays.
expected utility at ~

=~

):..

illustrated in Figure 2.12

11

,P):

It also holds that Ra(~)
l~y

IS

These results are
The expected revenue

Therefore, the difference in his

):

):

Just Ra(~)

- Rb(~)

) 0 by the result

Of course, a minor leaguer playing in the major

=

=

g(O) g(~a - ~)

):

):

Rb[~ - (~a - ~)].

a third-order Taylor series expansion,
ED

I

ba ~

-

ED

bb =

R ():)

a ~

P):

-

~

-Pg"(O)

=

6g(O)

(,,): - u.):)3

a

r-

.b

) 0
'

:t:

~

leagues would not set his effort equal to ~.

Major

leaguers do not slum to the minors.

slumming major

leaguer M

:t:

, expected utility

ab

minors by the same argument

= ~

:t:

is in general

At the optimal effort of a

in the majors exceeds

that in

A fortiori, EU

as made above for climbers.

:t:

aa

(M)
a

:t:

>

EUab(Mab)·
OYZ (1984, 52-53, Proposition

league, slumming
negative.

:t:
a

M.

to prevent

the

can occur if g~(O) is close to zero and gb(O) is sufficiently

Although

intersection

111.1) provide a method

the expected

must be at some M

This runs counter

revenue functions
:t:

< ~,

because Ra(M)

to OVZ's conjecture

can cross in this case, the

>

PM

that a major

>

Rb(M) for ~

:t:

<

M

<

leaguer slums to the

:t:

where J1a > J1a since J1a solves C~(J1) = g(O)(Aw + 2p)
g(O)Aw.

R

a

is steeper than R

An immediate conclusion
therefore. R
crosses ~.

a

rather than C~(J1)

'"

for all J1: R'(J1) - R'(J1) = 2pg(J1a - J1) > O.
a
a
'"
:t:13
"':t:
:t:
'"
is that if J1 = J1,
then R (J1 ) = R (J1 ) and R
a
a
aa
aa
a

a

is less than R

a

for all J1

<

:t:

J1

a'

For sufficiently

14

In a mixed tournament with an optimal segregated prize spread Aw

13This can occur if g(O) is endogenous;
1~t

=

:t:

=

it is used in OYZ's proofs.

Ra

intersects R is necessary but not sufficient for sorting.
b
Presumably, p can be large enough to outweigh the cost reduction due to low
effort in the majors.
mitigate

the result.

Also note that for
As well as pivoting,

Ma

>

J1:t:.
third-order effects can
a
the function shifts northeast.

The second equality
the Nash solution

follows from the sYmmetry of g.

for k's effort in a mixed tournament.

g(O), both contestants
efficient

levels: Pa

Can a handicap

wins is 1 - G(~

< Pa*

and ~

overcome

*

=

a, b. denote

Since g(~

- ~a)

<

< ~.*

this problem and raise effort to the efficient

+ h - Pa) .
= P/g(~

A second solution
~;

k

in the mixed tournament work less than their respective

...,......-.: *

tournament be Aw

Let~.

with this handicap,

+ h -

p*).
a

the correct marginal

incentives obtain

is to set the handicap h equal to the difference
g(~

*

* =

+ h - Pa)

...,......-.:
*
= Aw.

g(O) and Aw

P

*

a

-

Here the mixed

absence

of ability-specific

and Rosen
:I:

- ~)/2;

prize structures

including up-front

(1981. 862) show that the competitive
therefore.

half the contests--in

major

leaguers preserve

the competitive

handicap

money.

Lazear

is approximately

an advantage--they

(~

:I:

a

win more than

equilibrium.

is no common shock (i.e .. if
the piece rate contract. 15

2

0

TJ

=

0). the tournament

However.

a principal

elicits

advantage

of

15
Also. tournaments contain more risk than a similar individualistic
compensation scheme. the quota. Of course. welfare comparisons must be based
on expected utilities.
See Lazear and Rosen (1981. 853-855) for such an
analysis.

with risk averse agents,
the tournament.

If a2

~

>

the more risky the common disturbance,
(1 - v)a2, the optimal

tournament

the better

is

elicits more effort

t

than the optimal piece rate contract and comes closer to the first-best

level

such as nonvested
without

undermining

pensions

and forfeited

the basic solution

stock options

could reduce

turnover

to the tournament.16

16
One should not assume that the firm acts to reduce the turnover of losers.
Applications of the tournament model to promotion in law and accounting firms
and in academia treat the "out" element of "up-or-out" policies as the penalty
of losing. See Spurr (1986).

the trailer.

Consequently.

the tournament

in the second stage is uneven and

both the leader and the trailer shirk even under risk neutrality. 17

17Combining these last two troubles. Bronars
suboptimally higher risks.

(1986) shows that trailers

take

the first stage.

Handicapping

the second stage reduces effort in the first.

This suggests as a survival property

that tournaments

suppress

intermediate

information.
However,

one should not ignore the possibility

Does the problem
tournament
is no.

of intermediate

information

Rosen

(1986) analyzes

sequential,

in effect,

continued

play.

Winners

Assume

of each round are

the prize spread is the same across rounds, meaning

generates

lowest in the finals!

from round to round.

declining

That the game has a
Effort

is

The reason is that with a fixed prize spread, the value

the number of rounds available
rounds,

With a constant

effort through the rounds.

winning goes down as one approaches

effort across

A player who

the loser's wage in the next round plus the expected value of

prize spread, how does effort evolve across rounds?

of continued

The answer

tournaments

is as follows.

the lowest wage.

the loser's wage rises by a constant

finite horizon

tournaments?

single-elimination

The prize structure

loses in the first round receives

for each stage.

remain if a single, multi-stage

is replaced by a sequence of single-stage

(e.g., a tennis ladder).

paid,

of payoffs

to win goes down.

the final round; simply put,
Rosen shows that to equalize

the prize spread must grow throughout

give the illusion of an infinite horizon.

the tournament

In fact, the wage grows

with rank through rank two, then it takes a distinct

to

linearly

jump up for the top prize

winner.
The analysis
compensation

schemes.

as some troubles.
tournament
penalties

of this section suggests
But the tournament

In many instances,

that tournaments

form has distinct advantages

the troubles can be overcome

is coupled with another mechanism
to detected

sabotage.

are not perfect
as well

if the

such as severance pay, or

·
Aw. and the varIances

2

2
17

(0 , 0 )
Eo

are all observable.

Turn first to the incentive
Lazear and Rosen's

(1981) tournament

costs of effort given by C(M.)
1

J.1

:t:

=

compatibility

=

18

condition

(see equation

associated

(16.2)).

with

With quadratic

Ap~/2. and with normally-distributed
1

Aw

.,fl;-"Ao

Eo

- ~ log 2~ + log Aw - log "A - log

=

ao + at

0
Eo

+

U

a

log Aw + a2 log "A + a3 log 0 Eo + u a .

18
Effort need not be observable; it is sufficient that effort be proxied by a
variable with measurement error uncorrelated with the determinants of optimal
:t:

effort M .

(60)

2
log Aw = ~ log 2~ + log P + log a - loge! + SA~at) + u~
t

'"
'"

~ log 2~ + log P + log a

'"'" ~o +

~1

log P +

~2

log a

2
SA~a + u~
t

t

t

+

~3

Aa2 +
t

w

U

=

2
log P - log ~ - S~~o E:. + u a + uf3

=

~o +

~1

log P +

~2

log ~ +

~3

2
~o E:. +

U

~

. 1e test across equatIons.
.
19
(60) prOVI.d es a SImp

(i)

Do experimental subjects choose the correct level
of effort in every case, or at least on average?

(ii)

Is the chosen effort level invariant to
simultaneous variation in 0E:.2 and ~ such that the
optimal

level of effort is unchanged?

(iii) Are the subjects' choices of effort levels
"better" under a piece rate contract which
generates the same optimal effort level?

19The only modification

required by the Nalebuff-Stiglitz

replace ~02
with ~02/(1
+ 0~2) in equations
E:.
E:.

(60) and (61).

tournament
Comparison

is to
of the

parameter estimates across the two specifications would be sufficient to
access the importance of a multiplicative common disturbance if naturally
generated data were available.

experiments is derived from equation (16.2) above, so it follows from the
La zear-R osen speCIof···
°
Icatlon WIth quad ratIc
utI·1·
Ity20 and cos t

20

0f

t
e ffor,

and· In

BSW (1987) set up the model under risk neutrality and note that this weakens
their results. However, equation (16.2) above clearly establishes that BSW's
model holds exactly for quadratic utility as wello

candidate's

(contestant's)

effort in an election

the effort of each candidate

21

(contestant)

(tournament)

is highest

to test whether

in close races.

21

Does the tournament model apply to elections?
The electorate is the
principal and the politician is the agent. The electorate runs a tournament

to reveal the candidates policy positions, qualifications, stamina, etc ..
Furthermore, there is a winner and one or more losers. Nevertheless, Stigler
(1972) argues that the winning margin or vote spread matters; that is,
elections are not "winner take aU".
Although output of the campaign is not
measured cadinally, the observed vote spread is sufficient to support payment
by relative performance.
Payment by relative performance is not subject to
the problem of intermediate information.
Therefore, if Stigler's hypothesis
is correct, Bronars' test is inappropriate.
Alternatively, Bronars results
might shed light on the efficacy of Stigler's hypothesis.

tournaments

versus

performance.
comparison

simple individualistic

etc.),

the solutions

is a simple task.

The comparative

of the individual-specific

the model and specifications.
respect

to the variance

results are sensitive
the specification.

gaps. relative

take forms similar enough that direct

product price. degree of risk aversion,
variance

contracts;

static results with respect

curvature

disturbance

of the cost of effort. and

are qualitatively

One important difference

of the common disturbance.

invariant

the

scheme and the details of

of an n-contestant

tournament

with a single

prize also fits into the simple structure, hence the effect of tournament
on the prize structure

and effort in the optimal

tournament

do not dominate

contracts.

In terms of positive

tournaments

are not common.

very important
principal
analysis

determine

analysis,

However,

in some occupations

form of compensation
in sections

tournaments

individualistic

Over all,

of the tournament model are

in most professional

IV and V catalogues

tournaments

schemes or

and payment based on rank order is the
sports.

Why?

the market conditions

are most likely to be observed.

whether

compensation

this is comforting.

elements

The empirical

size

can be identified

by direct comparison.
Tournaments

to

is the result with

For this variable,

to the type of compensation

The analysis

to

The

under which

challenge

are employed where the theory predicts.

is to

proposition
first-best
independent

in the text.

First note that with q.

III

level of effort solves C'(M.)

III

of c ..
1

C' (M.)
1

=

=

q1(M ..

D)

+ q2(c ..

P·Bq1(M .. D)/BM .. which is

D).

the

Max ED.
I1w

with M* a function

One can establish

1

of the prize spread I1w from the incentive

that the expectation

optimal prize spread is I1w* = P/~(O).

is not in general
Substituting

compatibility

zero, hence the

the optimal prize spread
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